“The value in working collaboratively with Corplex as project partners meant that the
pricing and variation adjustments simply became a part of the conversations we had.
Corplex always conducted themselves ethically therefore we had the ultimate trust in
what was supplied to us at every stage”.
Gary Deer I National Operations Manager
Gallagher Australia
“Corplex conduct their business with a great level of respect and integrity, the desire to
help their clients is evident throughout the entire project ”.
Nick Resce I Senior Pastor
Unihill Apostolic Church
“We look forward to working with Corplex on future projects and can highly recommend
them to anyone looking for a construction company that not only delivers a project faultlessly, on time and within budget, but one that value-adds in many areas and provides
unmatched levels of professionalism and customer service”.
						
Don Luu I Managing Director
LUUS Industries
“One of the their real advantages was that as the job progressed we were able to
speak directly with the company Directors such as Dominic Cullia. He was not only
a pleasure to deal with, but always quick to make a decision and address any of our
concerns”.
					
Damien Poole I Project Manager
Stocklands
“Corplex were always professional and approachable at all levels and delivered on
time as promised”.
					
David McDonald I General Manager
Mesh & Bar
“Corplex’s best advertisement is the way they conduct their business.
Throughout this process I have become good friends with Steve and the Corplex team.
They are a builder I could trust”.
							
Mario Nastri I Director
Class Plastics
“We got our lovely teaching pool. Now, not only the students and teachers can use
it’s great facilities, but we’ll sub-lease it to a swin school for the local community and
holiday programmes”.
Valerie Gill I Principle
Western Autistic School
“Corplex has a fantastic team. The real stand out for me was dealing with the directors
themselves. Both Dominic Cullia and Carlo Borzillo were very professional and made
me feel in control of what I wanted the end result to be. Throughout construction I was
kept up-to-date and as I needed changes they were always happy to accomodate and
offer different solutions to save money, but without jeopardizing the end result. We’ve
all heard of building disasters, but these guys are one of the very few great builders
that have values of integrity and customer satisfaction. I would recommend anyone who
is thinking of building to use Corplex. I cannot speak highly enough of the team, they
gave Edgemill a building that we can be proud of. We always get compliments from our
clients who visit our organisation”.
Alex Stavrakoulis I C.E.O
Edgemill Group
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